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solid one of the three basic states of matter
the others being liquid and gas a solid forms
from liquid or gas because the energy of atoms
decreases when the atoms take up a relatively
ordered three dimensional structure all solids
are able to resist forces applied either
perpendicular or parallel to a surface this is
called a solid state circuit because all of
the electrical activity in the circuit occurs
within solid materials solid state electronics
are semiconductor electronics electronic
equipment that use semiconductor devices such
as transistors diodes and integrated circuits
ics solid state is a common descriptor used to
refer to electronic components devices and
systems based entirely on semiconductor
materials such as silicon germanium or gallium
arsenide the term solid state was especially
prevalent in the late 1950s and early 1960s
during the transition from vacuum tube
technology to the diode and transistor solid
state physics is the study of rigid matter or
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solids through methods such as solid state
chemistry quantum mechanics crystallography
electromagnetism and metallurgy it is the
largest branch of condensed matter physics
solid state physics studies how the large
scale properties of solid materials result
from their atomic scale solid state in
chemistry is the study of the structure
properties and synthesis of solid materials it
is also sometimes called materials chemistry
more significantly in solid state chemistry we
study the concept of a compound on a deeper
level solid state physics crystal structures
band theory theory of metals and heat capacity
magnetism superconductivity crystalline solid
solid in which the particles are arranged in a
definite repeating pattern interstitial sites
spaces between the regular particle positions
in any array of atoms or ions ionic solid
solid composed of positive and negative ions
held together by strong electrostatic
attractions metallic solid solid composed of
metal atoms solid state batteries are nothing
new solid electrolytes were created in the
1800s by michael faraday and they are
currently used in medical implants but a
technique to manufacture them covering major
developments in the field of solid state
chemistry and related areas such as ceramics
and amorphous materials the journal of solid
state chemistry features studies of chemical
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structural thermodynamic electronic magnetic
and optical properties and processes in solids
solid state chemistry also sometimes referred
as materials chemistry is the study of the
synthesis structure and properties of solid
phase materials sol id state ˌsä ləd ˈstāt 1
relating to the properties structure or
reactivity of solid material especially
relating to the arrangement or behavior of
ions molecules nucleons electrons and holes in
the crystals of a substance such as a
semiconductor or to the effect of crystal
imperfections on the properties of a solid
substance introduction to solid state
chemistry is a one semester college course on
the principles of chemistry you ll begin with
an exploration of the fundamental relationship
between electronic structure chemical bonding
and atomic order then proceed to the chemical
properties of aggregates of molecules
including crystals metals glasses meaning of
solid state in english solid state adjective
before noun physics electronics specialized uk
ˌsɒl ɪdˈsteɪt us ˌsɑː lɪdˈsteɪt add to word
list used to refer to an electronic device in
which the flow of electrical current is
through solid material and not through a
vacuum space without air solid state device
electronic device in which electricity flows
through solid semiconductor crystals silicon
gallium arsenide germanium rather than through
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vacuum tubes the first solid state device was
the cat s whisker 1906 in which a fine wire
was moved across a solid crystal to detect a
radio signal examples of solids the four main
states of matter are solids liquids gases and
plasma spirit469 a solid is a form of matter
that has a defined shape and volume atoms and
molecules in most solids are packed together
more closely than in the other states of
matter with some exceptions physics of the
solid state is a peer reviewed journal
covering all areas of solid state physics
presents the latest results from leading
researchers in condensed matter physics
includes solid state optics acoustics
electronic and vibrational spectra phase
transition ferroelectricity magnetism and
superconductivity solid is one of the three
main states of matter along with liquid and
gas matter is the stuff of the universe the
atoms molecules and ions that make up all
physical substances in a solid state synthesis
is probably one of the oldest synthetic
procedures for materials synthesis it involves
heating the reactants at high temperature for
a specified period of time the temperature and
time chosen for the synthesis depend on many
factors openstax learning objectives define
and describe the bonding and properties of
ionic molecular metallic and covalent network
crystalline solids describe the main types of
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crystalline solids ionic solids metallic
solids covalent network solids and molecular
solids solid state storage sss is non volatile
computer storage that has no moving parts uses
only electronic circuits this solid state
design dramatically differs from the commonly
used competing technology of electromechanical
magnetic storage which uses moving media
coated with magnetic material
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solid definition facts
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solid one of the three basic states of matter
the others being liquid and gas a solid forms
from liquid or gas because the energy of atoms
decreases when the atoms take up a relatively
ordered three dimensional structure all solids
are able to resist forces applied either
perpendicular or parallel to a surface

solid state electronics
wikipedia
Apr 01 2024

this is called a solid state circuit because
all of the electrical activity in the circuit
occurs within solid materials solid state
electronics are semiconductor electronics
electronic equipment that use semiconductor
devices such as transistors diodes and
integrated circuits ics

what is solid state technology
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and how is it used techtarget
Feb 29 2024

solid state is a common descriptor used to
refer to electronic components devices and
systems based entirely on semiconductor
materials such as silicon germanium or gallium
arsenide the term solid state was especially
prevalent in the late 1950s and early 1960s
during the transition from vacuum tube
technology to the diode and transistor

solid state physics wikipedia
Jan 30 2024

solid state physics is the study of rigid
matter or solids through methods such as solid
state chemistry quantum mechanics
crystallography electromagnetism and
metallurgy it is the largest branch of
condensed matter physics solid state physics
studies how the large scale properties of
solid materials result from their atomic scale

solid state definition
properties amorphous and
Dec 29 2023
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solid state in chemistry is the study of the
structure properties and synthesis of solid
materials it is also sometimes called
materials chemistry more significantly in
solid state chemistry we study the concept of
a compound on a deeper level

12 solid state physics physics
libretexts
Nov 27 2023

solid state physics crystal structures band
theory theory of metals and heat capacity
magnetism superconductivity

10 5 the solid state of matter
chemistry libretexts
Oct 27 2023

crystalline solid solid in which the particles
are arranged in a definite repeating pattern
interstitial sites spaces between the regular
particle positions in any array of atoms or
ions ionic solid solid composed of positive
and negative ions held together by strong
electrostatic attractions metallic solid solid
composed of metal atoms
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what are solid state batteries
and why do we need them
Sep 25 2023

solid state batteries are nothing new solid
electrolytes were created in the 1800s by
michael faraday and they are currently used in
medical implants but a technique to
manufacture them

journal of solid state
chemistry sciencedirect com by
elsevier
Aug 25 2023

covering major developments in the field of
solid state chemistry and related areas such
as ceramics and amorphous materials the
journal of solid state chemistry features
studies of chemical structural thermodynamic
electronic magnetic and optical properties and
processes in solids

solid state chemistry
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solid state chemistry also sometimes referred
as materials chemistry is the study of the
synthesis structure and properties of solid
phase materials

solid state definition meaning
merriam webster
Jun 22 2023

sol id state ˌsä ləd ˈstāt 1 relating to the
properties structure or reactivity of solid
material especially relating to the
arrangement or behavior of ions molecules
nucleons electrons and holes in the crystals
of a substance such as a semiconductor or to
the effect of crystal imperfections on the
properties of a solid substance

introduction to solid state
chemistry chemistry libretexts
May 22 2023

introduction to solid state chemistry is a one
semester college course on the principles of
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chemistry you ll begin with an exploration of
the fundamental relationship between
electronic structure chemical bonding and
atomic order then proceed to the chemical
properties of aggregates of molecules
including crystals metals glasses

solid state english meaning
cambridge dictionary
Apr 20 2023

meaning of solid state in english solid state
adjective before noun physics electronics
specialized uk ˌsɒl ɪdˈsteɪt us ˌsɑː lɪdˈsteɪt
add to word list used to refer to an
electronic device in which the flow of
electrical current is through solid material
and not through a vacuum space without air

solid state device
semiconductor transistors
diodes
Mar 20 2023

solid state device electronic device in which
electricity flows through solid semiconductor
crystals silicon gallium arsenide germanium
rather than through vacuum tubes the first
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solid state device was the cat s whisker 1906
in which a fine wire was moved across a solid
crystal to detect a radio signal

10 examples of solids liquids
gases and plasma
Feb 16 2023

examples of solids the four main states of
matter are solids liquids gases and plasma
spirit469 a solid is a form of matter that has
a defined shape and volume atoms and molecules
in most solids are packed together more
closely than in the other states of matter
with some exceptions

home physics of the solid
state springer
Jan 18 2023

physics of the solid state is a peer reviewed
journal covering all areas of solid state
physics presents the latest results from
leading researchers in condensed matter
physics includes solid state optics acoustics
electronic and vibrational spectra phase
transition ferroelectricity magnetism and
superconductivity
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properties of matter solids
live science
Dec 17 2022

solid is one of the three main states of
matter along with liquid and gas matter is the
stuff of the universe the atoms molecules and
ions that make up all physical substances in a

solid state synthesis of
materials springerlink
Nov 15 2022

solid state synthesis is probably one of the
oldest synthetic procedures for materials
synthesis it involves heating the reactants at
high temperature for a specified period of
time the temperature and time chosen for the
synthesis depend on many factors

8 1 the solid state of matter
chemistry libretexts
Oct 15 2022

openstax learning objectives define and
describe the bonding and properties of ionic
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molecular metallic and covalent network
crystalline solids describe the main types of
crystalline solids ionic solids metallic
solids covalent network solids and molecular
solids

solid state storage wikipedia
Sep 13 2022

solid state storage sss is non volatile
computer storage that has no moving parts uses
only electronic circuits this solid state
design dramatically differs from the commonly
used competing technology of electromechanical
magnetic storage which uses moving media
coated with magnetic material
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